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I work every day,
all day. The work
never stops. l'm

so tired.

1. Long ago there lived
a poor man. His name
was Sabu, and he was
a stone cutter. He cut
stone from the side of a
high mountain. Every
day, all day, Sabu cut
stone. lt was hard work.
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I'm a king! This
is wonderful! I

am great!

4. The wish came
true. Suddenly he
had beautiful
clothes and an
elephant to ride.

A rain-cloud is stronger
than a king. I wish I

was a cloud.

5. Then a big black
cloud filled the sky. lt
began to rain. All the
people ran into their
houses. Sabu made his
second wish. t/:Y'-',,
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,A mountain is stronger than a
cloud. I wish I was a mountain.

7. But the cloud came to a
high mountain. Sabu could
not go over the mountain
or round it. He made his
third wish.
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answer. See the example.

READING TASKS

A.

a. What did Sabu want to be first?

b. What did he want to be second?

c. What did he want to be third?

d. What did he want to be last?

e. Who gave Sabu his wishes?

t. What did the cloud do?

1. the goddess

2. it stopped the cloud

3. a cloud

4. he cut the mountain

5. a stone-cutter
6. a king

7 . it rained on the king

8. a mountain

g. What did the mountain do?

h. What did the stone-cutter do?

B. Write the opposite of each word to complete the crossword.

See the example.
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across
down

happv
weaker
black
high
nothing
easY
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